Photography (all photographs taken between 30 July & 3 August 2010)

Rear earth wall of sluiced bench

Section of low rock retaining wall on sluiced bench

Rear wall of sluiced bench, river stones in foreground

Shaft (left) and small mullock dump on hillside above sluiced bench
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3.8

PROSPECTING WORKS, WEST SIDE

Property Details: The prospecting works are situated on a Crown parcel, allotment 3C, Sec B,
Parish of Moondarra.
Location: Refer tabulated points, section 3.1.
Description: (Refer also Site Plan & photography, below) The newly-cut foot track from the car
park to the picnic area cuts through these workings. The largest feature is a long trench on the est
side of a deep gully. This trench shows was, and has a single finger of mullock spilling into the
gully. On the hillside east of this trench are three small shallow trenches into wash, and two shafts.
A third shaft may exist on the edge of the switchback in the track, but has been filled in during
trackwork. Shafts and mullock dumps which appear to exist in a rough line down the hill below the
car park are tree-pulls.

Photography (all photographs taken 3 September 2010)

Trench into wash

Entrance to long trench near gully
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Subsiding shaft on hillside

Trench into wash, with rounded river stones on dump
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3.9

HUT SITE & FIREPLACE

Property Details: The hut site & fireplace are situated on a Crown parcel, allotment 7, Sec C,
Parish of Numbuk.
Location: Grid ref
Description: (Refer also Site Plan & photography, below) This hut site is situated high on the
hillside on the east side of the bend. A bench measuring approximately 4 or 5m wide and 4m deep
has been excavated into the bedrock of the steep hillside to provide a level platform. At the rear of
the bench is a very well constructed stone fireplace with an iron tie-rod spanning the width. The
fireplace is about 2m wide, 1.6m high and 1m deep. Two flat stones on the ground near the
downhill edge of the platform may have been flagstones. A faint foot track appears to connect the
hut site to the north west zone workings below. No artefacts were visible in a very cursory
inspection of the site.

Photography: (photographs taken 2 August 2010)

Stone fireplace, with iron tie rod

Bolt protruding from neatly finished rock face of fireplace
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3.10

WATER RACE

Property Details: The water race situated on a Crown parcel, allotment 7A, Sec C, Parish of
Numbuk.
Location: Within polygon drawn on West Gippsland CMA‟s GIS mapping system. A section of
rock retaining wall is located at grid ref
Description: (Refer also Site Plan & photography, below) The water race is situated above the east
bank of the Thomson River, south of the north west zone lead workings. It appears to be washed
away over much of its course, but several short, rock-retained sections are visible. It is difficult to
access much of the course of the water race, and only one section was inspected during the survey.
This showed a rock retaining wall (first photo, below), and also a short section of race going
northward. This appeared as a narrow side-cut bench, but one very small section was cut into
bedrock in the profile of a water channel (grid ref above).
Site plan: Refer overall site plan, at end of section 3.1.
Photography: (photographs taken 30 July and 3 September 2010)

Small section of rock retaining wall below water race
Another short section of retaining wall on water race

Longer section of rock retaining wall below water race
The above with river in foreground
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4.
4.1

ANALYSIS OF FEATURES

AGE OF WORKINGS

Diversion tunnel:
The tunnel was constructed between August 1911 and October 1912, and the Horseshoe Bend river
deposits worked between 1912 and 1914 (historical record).
Sluice & tunnel workings:
The small-scale lead workings that exist at the base of all the spurs in the study area can be fairly
positively dated to the 1870s:
Historical record – the first record found of lead mining on the Thomson River
comes from 1870, when a lead was opened near the present bridge on the Walhalla
road. By the end of the 1870s and on into the late 1800s, the reports on alluvial
mining on the Thomson seem to be about re-working river deposits. Given that the
leads were limited in extent, predictable in location and represented a one-off gold
resource, a fairly rapid exhaustion of the deposits would be expected, consistent
with being mined-out in the 1870s.
Archaeology – artefacts (bottle glass) found around camp sites within the sluice
workings are consistent with occupation in the 1870s. The applied finish on a bottle
neck found at the camp site in the NW Zone is consistent with the 1870s, but not
with the late 1800s, early 1900s or Depression era of the 1930s.

The workings are typical of early lead workings in the 1870s. The method is
tunneling and ground sluicing by small parties – faint traces of small head-races are
visible in some places, and a nice example of a rock-lined tail race exists in the
South Zone. There is no evidence of hydraulic sluicing at these sites.
According to Departmental records, no Gold Mining Leases were taken out over the
leads, indicating that works were carried out on claims or amalgamated claims. This
is consistent with nineteenth century works, but not necessarily with twentieth
century works where leases were often taken out.
Later prospecting or limited mining activities on the leads via the adits cannot be ruled out.
Hut site & chimney, between NW Zone and South Zone:
A cursory site inspection yielded no artefacts which might throw light on the date of construction or
occupation. However a faint foot track leading from the hut site to the 1870s sluice workings/camp
site to the north may offer a clue as to its age and associations.
Prospecting works, entry track:
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The prospecting works (trenches, shafts) in wash adjacent to a deep gully on the west side of
Horseshoe Bend have not been dated, but it is assumed that the prospecting works are contemporary
with the lead workings below. That is, 1870s.
Later twentieth century works:
Sketchy verbal information was obtained locally about a small-scale sluicing operation undertaken
in the general vicinity of the diversion tunnel inlet. This apparently dates to the 1950s15.

4.2

DEPOSITS

All the gold won at the locality comes from secondary deposits, derived from aeons of erosion of
gold-bearing quartz reefs in the watershed. Particles of gold liberated from the reefs travel downhill
in the hill soils, eventually reaching the creek lines. Gold being very dense tends to linger as the
lighter erosion products are continually flushed from the system. Over time, the gold deposits
become more concentrated, resulting in the commercially viable alluvial deposits that were worked
by the miners at Horseshoe Bend in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Two of the possible formation scenarios of the Thomson River leads are given in the diagram
below. The sections are taken through a tight bend. In investigating the workings, it is clear that
type A deposits (“stranded leads”) exist in the study area and were worked.

4.3

WORKING METHOD

The nature of the deposits, the topography, the climate and prevailing mining technologies all
combined to influence the mining methods used around Horseshoe Bend.
River deposits:
The earliest methods used in the area would have been simple ones, such as pick-&-shovel
workings on bank deposits, recovering the gold in basic sluice boxes. The beds of rivers such as the
Thomson, with relatively low flows in dry times, were easily worked in the early years by
15

Information from Terry Lowater, Friends of the Horseshoe Bend Tunnel, 2010.
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construction of wing dams to divert the flows. Holes in the creek were then pumped dry using
hand-operated California pumps or waterwheels16, and the gold-bearing gravels thrown up into
sluice boxes. Short water races could also be constructed to supply water above the level of the
bank deposits, which were then ground-sluiced. Creek beds could be worked several times,
successive workings accessing missed or more difficult spots, or taking advantage of the dynamic
nature of the river environment which acts like a natural sluice in flood times, moving tailings and
re-concentrating missed gold.
No firm evidence of nineteenth century bed & bank workings was located within the study area, and
it is likely that any traces would have been destroyed by cyclical flooding of the river and the
activities of the Thomson River Alluvial Gold & Tailings Recovery Company No Liability between
1912 and 1914. However, it is possible that the small fragmentary water race just above river level
on the east side of the main bulge of Horseshoe Bend relates to these workings.
The narrow, steep-sided river valley at Horseshoe Bend did not allow the settling of large-scale
bank or terrace deposits that would have been amenable to extraction by capitalised hydraulic
sluicing operations of the type that proliferated on many eastern Victorian goldfields in the 1890searly 1900s.
Leads:
The leads at the base of spurs and above the river level appear to be principally stranded leads
representing former river channels. They are of limited volume and their exploitation favoured
small-scale operations. In general, they could be easily located by river wash and alluvial gold
spilling from where they were cut off by the more recent valley. Where shallow, the leads could be
extracted by surfacing, trenching or narrow open cut (pit) methods, using ground sluicing. This
involved turning auriferous (gold-bearing) ground into narrow trenches containing running water,
the gold being extracted in sluice boxes near the heads of the tail races or in the tail races
themselves using a carefully stacked rock base that simulated the riffles of a sluice box.

Sketch by R Kaufman, © DPCD, Vic

The evidence that ground sluicing was favoured for shallow deposits is clear at Horseshoe Bend.
Water was brought to the top of the workings in small water races, and traces of some still exist. In
addition, several deeply-incised tail races are preserved amongst the diggings, including a
substantial rock-lined race in the south zone.
16

Dickers Mining Record reports on a visit to a river claim in the Goulburn in March 1864 where this method was
being used. Lloyd & Combes, 2009, p53.
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Where the leads were more deeply buried, tunneling was the favoured method, considerably
reducing the amount of overburden that had to be handled. Auriferous gravels could be barrowed
out and treated in adjacent tail-races, or carted down to the river bank for washing in sluice boxes.
Waste rock and earth was often stacked underground in disused drives as workings progressed, to
reduce the amount that had to be removed to the surface. It could also be used to form pillars to
support open ground within the workings.
The shafts that exist in most lead diggings at Horseshoe Bend appear principally to have been test
holes along the presumed lines of the leads, or prospecting holes outside them. However some may
have been working shafts, and some may have been put in to provide ventilation to the tunnel
workings below. No underground inspections were undertaken during the field work for this
heritage survey.
Because the leads were limited in extent, represented a one-off mining resource, and were
effectively mined-out in the 1870s, there was no inducement to apply bulk mining methods such as
hydraulic sluicing in later eras. But later prospecting or limited mining activities via the adits
cannot be ruled out.
Diversion tunnel:
This is a method of gaining dry access to long sections of a river bed where a river follows a
strongly winding course. The following is a stylised sketch showing two methods of working
riverbeds. At top is a working the beds with wing dams, first one side, then the other. This method
was common in the early days of the Walhalla goldfield, but rubble dams were usually thrown up
and for relatively narrow river or creek flats the bed could be worked in successive „paddocks‟
rather than parallel strips. In rare cases where the topography suited, the construction of diversion
tunnels offered huge advantages to miners, draining large sections of riverbed for a relatively
modest outlay of dead work (bottom of sketch).

Sketch by R Kaufman, © DPCD, Vic

In the case of Horseshoe Bend, there was no necessity to dam the creek at the inflow to turn the
water into the diversion tunnel as the rock bars in the bed of the creek formed a natural dam. The
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method of mining the gravels in the creek bed is not recorded. Hydraulic sluicing using highpressure water and nozzles, with recovery by jet elevator (venturi) and elevated sluice boxes, was
available at this time and used successfully elsewhere. However the method could have been far
less „mechanised‟ and relied on manual handling and de-watering of the deeper holes. The
existence of any substantial upper level water race and a penstock (small holding dam from which
water was piped downhill) could throw further light on the method used.
1950s sluicing:
This was pump sluicing, a form of hydraulic sluicing in which water pressure was supplied by a
high-power pump rather than by gravity. This form of sluicing was carried out in many areas of
Victoria in the late 1800s-early 1900s to treat bulk alluvial gold deposits where either abundant
water supply or sufficient elevation to provide water pressure by gravity was unavailable (eg central
Victoria). As the twentieth century progressed, smaller, lighter pumps and engines became
available and these suited small operators everywhere because of their relative cheapness and
portability, with no need to construct long water races and lay piping over long distances. The
Friends of the Horseshoe Bend Tunnel group have located a small concrete engine bed in the area –
this would have had the engine and pump mounted on it. The engine bed was not inspected during
this survey. The lengths of relatively small diameter steel piping dumped underground in the North
Zone lead workings and the length near the outlet of the diversion tunnel may relate to this
operation. They could also relate to the operation of the Thomson River Alluvial Gold & Tailings
Recovery Company No Liability, and been salvaged for later re-use in the 1950s operation.

4.4

HUT/CAMP SITES

The hut sites in the area are generally indicative of relatively short-term occupation (few artefacts
beyond a light scatter of bottle glass etc) but are sufficiently incised (cut benches, stone fireplaces)
to indicate that they were more than just ephemeral canvas camps. This fits well with the workings
with which they are associated, which would probably have been worked over a period of several
months.
The hut site on the hillside between the NW and South zones is a little unusual in that it shows
considerable effort in cutting the bench into bedrock, and a stonemason‟s touch in the neat
rockwork of the fireplace. It appears to be associated with the lead workings to the north, but its
history is unknown and it may have several stories to tell.
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5.
5.1

CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

DIVERSION TUNNEL

State cultural heritage significance.
The Horseshoe Bend Diversion Tunnel has been assessed by the Heritage Council, Vic, and found
to be of State-level cultural heritage significance. This project has no new information on the site or
its history that would materially impact on the statement of significance contained in the entry for
the place in the Victorian Heritage Register. The full statement is repeated below:
“What is significant?
The Thomson River Diversion Tunnel is located about 4km south-west of Walhalla in
Gippsland, 1.5km below where Stringers Creek joins the Thomson River. The tunnel was
driven through a ridge of land called Stockriders Spur, around which the river formed a
horseshoe bend.
Diversion tunnels facilitated alluvial gold mining along the former courses of rivers.
After completion the river would flow through the tunnel, allowing in summer time most
or all of the flow to be diverted so that the river bed could be sluiced for alluvial gold.
In winter the volume of water flow would probably resume the former course, making
sluicing very difficult.
Construction of the Thomson River Diversion Tunnel by the Thomson River Alluvial
Gold and Tailings Recovery Company was begun in August 1911. Work started at the
outlet end and the tunnel was driven at an incline through the slate rock. Construction
was completed around October 1912 by blasting through rock at the inlet end. The total
length of the tunnel is about 561' (171m). The tunnel is not straight, but reportedly has a
sharp change of angle below the entrance and again near the outlet. The entry and exits
of the tunnel contribute to the significance as the most visible evidence of the scope of
the undertaking.
The fortunes of the Thomson River Alluvial Gold and Tailings Recovery Company are
not known, but the working of the horseshoe bend of the Thomson River is not believed
to have brought significant dividends. Alluvial mining was never a major feature of the
Walhalla field, being confined to sluicing on the beds and banks of Thomson River and
its tributaries. In 1886, the mining surveyor observed that nearly all the beds had at
some time or other been passed through the sluice-box.
How is it significant?
The Thomson River Diversion Tunnel is of historical and Archaeological significance to
the State of Victoria.
Why is it significant?
The Thomson River Diversion Tunnel is historically and archaeologically significant as
evidence of one of the dying stages of an industry that had dominated Gippsland for
over fifty years. The settlement of the Walhalla area from the mid 1860s had been on the
basis of reef mining. With the rapid decline in the fortunes and subsequent closure in
1914 of such prolific mines as Long Tunnel, the sluicing of this part of the Thomson
River was one of the last initiatives to win payable gold. Sluicing for alluvial gold in the
Thomson River in 1912 had turned the Walhalla wheel full circle from the first
prospectors working for gold in Stringers Creek in the early 1860s. The tunnel is
significant as one of the last and longest diversion tunnels constructed for winning gold
in the Victoria.
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The Thomson River Diversion Tunnel is socially significant as a component of one
Victoria's most evocative gold mining landscapes. The tunnel contributes to a unique
cultural and historical landscape, which was dominated by gold in the nineteenth
century, but a landscape with little permanent evidence of its former importance.”
The significant fabric is limited to the actual tunnel itself and a 5m buffer around it, as defined in
the entry in the Victorian Heritage Register. The water flowing through the tunnel contributes to an
understanding of the purpose of the tunnel, while in the surrounding landscape the bare rocky bars
in the original river course provide evidence of the mining works that were accomplished as a result
of the construction of the tunnel. The lead workings have no association with the diversion tunnel,
other than their combined contribution to the mining landscape of the area.

5.2

LEAD WORKINGS

Local cultural heritage significance.
The sluice and tunnel workings on the leads are fairly well-preserved examples of their type, but are
commonly represented in mountain goldfields throughout Eastern Victoria and elsewhere. The
diggings do not carry the level of technical information relating to this form of mining, or the level
of archaeological potential to illuminate life on the diggings of places that have been elevated to the
Victorian Heritage Register (eg Butchers Gully in the Castlemaine National Heritage Park). They
are therefore of local historical and archaeological significance. It is likely that similar lead
workings and remnant cultural features exist in similar environments all along the Thomson River.

5.3

CAMP/HUT SITES

Local cultural heritage significance.
The camp and hut sites are typical of those found around early diggings throughout Victoria.
Among the interesting features at Horseshoe Bend are a small benched hut site with a neatly
constructed stone fireplace (high on the hillside between NW and South zones), and two small
camps (NW and South zones) with multiple hut sites, one camp site including a small stone forge.
They are important for what they show about the living conditions of the miners of the era and are
of local social, archaeological and historical significance.
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APPENDIX 1 – TENEMENT DETAILS
Expired Gold Mining Leases - 1860s to 1958
The following information on Mining Leases granted over the river bend (Horseshoe Bend) was
located using the GeoVic MapShare on-line facility:
Tenement and Registration Details Link
Mining Tenement No.:
GML3190GP
Type Description:
Gold Mining Lease
Act Description:
Pre Mines Act 1958
Owner:
Weeks, George
Application Date (yyyymmdd): 0
1st Grant Date (yyyymmdd): 18980829
Last Grant Date (yyyymmdd): 18980829
Expiry Date (yyyymmdd): 19041206
Bond: 0 Current Area:
4.052
First Granted Area:
0
Status Description:
Declared Void
Inspectorate:
Gippsland Land
Status:
Crown Land not incl.roads & road reserves (MRSDA)
Area Square Metres:
67567.91
Hectares:
6.76
Tenement and Registration Details Link
Mining Tenement No.:
GML4113GP
Type Description:
Gold Mining Lease
Act Description:
Pre Mines Act 1958
Owner:
Dunn, Charles
Application Date (yyyymmdd):
1st Grant Date (yyyymmdd): 19050718
Last Grant Date (yyyymmdd):
19050718
Expiry Date (yyyymmdd):
19060402
Bond:
0
Current Area:
16.395
First Granted Area:
0
Status Description:
Declared Void
Inspectorate:
Gippsland
Land Status:
Crown Land not incl.roads & road reserves (MRSDA)
Area Square Metres:
141022.27
Hectares:
14.1
Tenement and Registration Details Link
Mining Tenement No.:
GML4413GP
Type Description:
Gold Mining Lease
Act Description:
Pre Mines Act 1958
Owner:
Tuxen, Peter Vilhelm
Application Date (yyyymmdd):
1st Grant Date (yyyymmdd): 19081212
Last Grant Date (yyyymmdd):
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0

0

Expiry Date (yyyymmdd):
Bond:
Current Area:
First Granted Area:
Status Description:
Inspectorate:
Land Status:
Area Square Metres:
Hectares:

19081212
19110811
0
16.395
0
Declared Void
Gippsland
Crown Land not incl.roads & road reserves (MRSDA)
141022.27
14.1

Tenement and Registration Details Link
Mining Tenement No.:
GML4616GP
Type Description:
Gold Mining Lease
Act Description:
Pre Mines Act 1958
Owner:
Myers, William
Application Date (yyyymmdd):
1st Grant Date (yyyymmdd): 19111030
Last Grant Date (yyyymmdd):
19111030
Expiry Date (yyyymmdd):
19140310
Bond:
0
Current Area:
13.967
First Granted Area:
0
Status Description:
Declared Void
Inspectorate:
Gippsland
Land Status:
Crown Land not incl.roads & road reserves (MRSDA)
Area Square Metres:
141022.27
Hectares:
14.1
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APPENDIX 2 – PROPERTY DETAILS

Coordinate Position
Geographic GDA 1994: 37° 58' 17.5" S, 146° 25' 26.7" E
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 54:
976579, 5783438
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55:
449417, 5797184
Vicgrid94:
2625124, 2391245
Property - Parcel Description
SPI Number:
LGA Number:
Allotment:
Section:
Crown Status:
Parish Number:
Township Number:
Part:
Parcel Number:
Description Type:
Status:

7A~C\PP3336
305
7A
C
C
3336
9999
N
P261339
14
A

_________________________________________________________
Coordinate Position
Geographic GDA 1994: 37° 58' 15.2" S, 146° 25' 26.5" E
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 54:
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976578, 5783511
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55:
449412, 5797258
Vicgrid94:
2625120, 2391319
Property - Parcel Description
SPI Number:
LGA Number:
Allotment:
Section:
Crown Status:
Parish Number:
Township Number:
Part:
Parcel Number:
Description Type:
Status:

3D~B\PP3158
305
3D
B
C
3158
9999
N
P261209
14
A

_________________________________________________________
Coordinate Position
Geographic GDA 1994: 37° 58' 19.6" S, 146° 25' 25.3" E
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 54:
976541, 5783375
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55:
449384, 5797120
Vicgrid94:
2625089, 2391181
Property - Parcel Description
SPI Number:
LGA Number:
Allotment:
Section:
Crown Status:
Parish Number:
Township Number:
Part:
Parcel Number:
Description Type:
Status:

7~C\PP3336
305
7
C
C
3336
9999
N
P261370
14
A

_________________________________________________________
Coordinate Position
Geographic GDA 1994: 37° 58' 11.5" S, 146° 25' 25.6" E
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 54:
976564, 5783627
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55:
449390, 5797371
Vicgrid94:
2625101, 2391433
Property - Parcel Description
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SPI Number:
LGA Number:
Allotment:
Section:
Crown Status:
Parish Number:
Township Number:
Part:
Parcel Number:
Description Type:
Status:

10D~B\PP3158
305
10D
B
C
3158
9999
N
P364755
14
A

_________________________________________________________
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